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Man and Pig: A Relationship In Need of
a Second Look
MARK HERMAN REYES | AUGUST 13, 2020 | 4:00AM

We've all been in a relationship that's reached its natural end: a childhood

friend we've outgrown, the significant other who became insignificant, the

job that lost its luster. Is it time to reevaluate how we interact with pigs?

On a macro scale, there are plenty of reasons to rethink America's position

as a pork-producing country. The African swine fever already has caused

devastation to China's hog herd, as well as to parts of Southeast Asia and

eastern Europe. If the disease took hold here, it would be difficult to protect

our more than 77 million pigs.

There are ethical issues, as well. Is it truly fair to ask workers to continue

working in meatpacking plants during a pandemic? We like to eat pork

products, we enjoy their taste and flavor, but meat is not essential for

human life. And it's not as if those packages of bacon, sausage and pork

chops were feeding food insecure Americans; in April alone we exported

129,000 tons of pork to China. Should the package labels have been

rewritten to say, "Consumption of this product may have resulted in the

illness or death of American food processors."

"I object to intellect without discipline. I object to power without
constructive purpose," Mr. Spock, Star Trek (TOS), The Squire of Gothos.

But those are all large scale debates, and prone to strong opinions based on

political, religious or dietary affiliation. On a more personal level, what

does man's relationship mean to each individual pig? Have you ever really

looked closely at a pig? From their hairless skin, light-colored eyes and

heavy eyelashes, they share more than a few comparable traits with

humans. In fact, pigs are actually very clean animals. The misconception

that they are dirty animals is because they are often held captive in cages,

wired enclosures or wooden pens with gates. Where else is a pig supposed

to go?

“The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the
way its animals are treated.” — Mahatma Gandhi 

Here in Texas, there are a few lucky pigs who have escaped the

slaughterhouse or euthanasia and end up in the care of a rescue

organization. On a recent site visit to Houston Mini Pig Rescue and Farm

Sanctuary we learned the stories behind some of the almost 300 fat and

happy creatures that hang their hats out near Sealy.

Some of the pigs were found wandering along the back roads of Texas or in

a busy gas station parking lot. Others were used to train fighting dogs and

suffered serious injuries. Still more were abandoned by families when they

outgrew their cute "teacup" size.

What’s not to love about a mini piglet? They’re cuddly, curious and

affectionate, and adopters often have dreams of a ‘gram worthy teacup- or

pocket-sized pet that will draw oohs and ahs from family and friends — not

to mention blowing up their social media feed.

But when reality sets in — that anything under 350 pounds is considered

“miniature,” that their poop really does stink, and those inevitable zoning

restrictions rear their ugly heads — these precious pets soon become

undesirable problems.

Society needs to a second look on how we treat these highly intelligent and

social animals. Their behavior in groups is very similar to man's best friend:

dogs. The fact is that these animals want to be loved, and they love to

interact with other animals and people. During my visit to Houston Mini

Pig Rescue I had a 300 pound pig that seemed to take a liking to me. The

pig followed me around like one of my rescue dogs. I was moved by the

new experience and hoped that more people would revisit their opinions.

There is another alternative to hunting and slaughtering pigs. Perhaps

humans should reconsider the process.

"Pork producers have become proactive with incentives to better a job that

benefits the industry and consumers," said Gene Pirelli, Emeritus Professor

at Oregon State University who, for 40 years, worked in OSU's animal

sciences department.

Professor Pirelli grew up on a farm and says that the treatment of pigs,

both on farms and in the pork industry, is far better than it was 50 years

ago. During his line of work he found it necessary to remain neutral when

dealing with producers because once he started reporting pig farms he

would never be allowed to visit another. To address cruelty, instead of

taking one side over another, he found better results by asking for a

meeting between the local humane society and the producer/farmer. From

those meetings, he could nudge the farmer into understanding that better

treatment would actually improve income. He would stress that cruelty to

pigs just does not make economic sense, not to mention the brutality

inherent in using outdated methods.

What’s next for Houston Mini Pig Rescue and Farm Sanctuary? In addition

to dreams of bananas, mud pits and belly rubs, the rescue is in search of

five acres with tolerant neighbors and a price tag just under $150,000.

The Sealy location is just temporary, but the pigs (and foals, calves and

crias) are benefiting from some new housing that was recently constructed.

Now rescue organizer Meagan S. is in search of a small space that will keep

more than 100 bags of feed high and dry. Meagan says they're holding off

on larger projects until they can find their forever farm.

For more information about Houston Mini Pig Rescue, visit

houstonminipigrescue.org or facebook.com/houstonmpr.

Contributor Mark Reyes is a native Houstonian, seventh
generation Texan, A&M alum, expert in all things Star Trek (ToS),
and an avid comic book collector (DC). Mark enjoys
documenting current events and pop culture conventions, as
well as advocating for animal rights and looking to the future of
space exploration.
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Best Virtual Bets: LED Lights,
Quarantined Actors, and Sensitive Guys
NATALIE DE LA GARZA | AUGUST 13, 2020 | 4:30AM

This week, our socially distant and socially responsible suggestions include

classical masterworks, virtual theater performances, and art films. Below,

you’ll find enough to keep you happily indoors for another week.

Starting Friday, August 14, second chances abound when DACAMERA

continues its Home Delivery series with the release of a 2016 recital with

violinist Christian Tetzlaff and pianist Lars Vogt. The program includes

works from Bartok, Beethoven, Mozart, and Schubert, and the release will

include a pre-concert discussion between Tetzlaff, Vogt, and DACAMERA

artistic director Sarah Rothenberg. The performance and conversation will

be available on the DACAMERA website, where you can also find prior

releases, including performances, commentary, artist conversations, and

essays from Rothenberg, in the Home Delivery archive.

Over at Catastrophic Theatre, the second episode of Tamarie Cooper'sTamarie Cooper's

2020: Quarantine Edition!2020: Quarantine Edition! will drop this Friday, August 14. As a reminder,

Cooper’s three-part online series is scheduled to run six weeks, with new
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Art Is Dead. Let's Have a Drink.
SHAILA DEWAN | JUNE 11, 1998 | 4:00AM

A frequent visitor to Texas, Dave Hickey is one of those art critics whose

essays achieve the elusive: They make art fun for the non-artist. He writes

about art and cars, art and guitars, art and reruns of Perry Mason. He is a

studied art-world renegade, a critic on behalf of Margie and Joe next door:

He lives in Las Vegas when everyone else lives in New York or L.A.; he

advocates beauty when beauty is passe; he argues for democracy when

everybody else is a snob.

The child of a peripatetic jazz musician and a Marxist painter, Hickey

presents himself as the last bohemian, railing against both the

presumptuous herd-riding of academics and art bureaucrats, and the

"consensus of desire" produced by Hollywood. An avid student of what he

calls "the butterfly effects of cultural eccentricity," Hickey even takes a

small part of the credit for the fact that funk band Parliament-Funkadelic

landed a major-label deal. He is by turns infuriating and delightful: on one

hand, a falsely modest personality whose claims to coolness include

carrying a bottle of encrusted heroin residue in his luggage (whatever,

Dave); and on the other, one of the few critics who displays genuine

sentiment and deep affection for the culture he chronicles. No one can

better explain the impact of an Andy Warhol movie, or the historic tension

between hot and cool expression. In short, Dave Hickey the critic is a

blessing.

But lo and behold, Dave Hickey the curator turns out to be a cynic. When

he came knocking at DiverseWorks with an idea for a show of artists

mostly from Vegas, DiverseWorks intelligently invited him to come right in.

There is a dearth of serious, contemporary curation in Houston, and

Hickey represented the hope of a remedy. But though his show's execution

is seamless -- right down to the artists' names painted in cursive script on

the walls -- his idea was deeply flawed from the beginning.

"Ultralounge: The Return of Social Space (with cocktails)" claims to be an

"effort to redeem the lounge," positing a place "where people might actually

enjoy being and being together." The gallery's entrance has been paneled

with mirrors and adorned with a glitzy marqee. On either side, convex

paintings of giant flowers on black velvet curve like warped universes in

some feminine video game. Inside, a giant boomerang-shaped rug of black

Astroturf glistens. The gallery is semi-lit, and some of the paintings are

bathed in black light. Lights shine through a stencil, throwing images of

clean-cut white palm trees on the wall. The decor is what you might call

"skeletal casino." In its fakeness, it's reminiscent of the soundstage set of

the fancy restaurant where the characters on Three's Company used to take

their important dates. But here at "Ultralounge," disco is a distant dream,

and there's no place to sit.

TOP STORIES

REVIEW: UNHINGED

The central flaw of "Ultralounge" is that social space never went away.

Right here in town, any number of actual lounges operate, quite in the dark

about their own need of redemption. In fact, the number of lounges per se

may be dwindling, as by my calculations the swank revival has swept past

the hipsters and on to the lawyers; probably the next fundraiser to cure

colitis will feature a lounge theme. But any bar, coffee shop or living room

is a place where people "actually enjoy being together," and do it quite

successfully, without any help from art at all. At DiverseWorks, would-be

loungers are trapped in a gallery, would-be art is trapped in someone else's

upscale concept, and meanwhile everyone could be having a drink together

in a cushy booth at the bar down the street.

What comes across in "Ultralounge" is that it's not social space that needs

help. It's art.

Instead of the art redeeming the space, the space damns the art. It

emphasizes the most banal and vapid, purely visual aspects of the work,

making it difficult to see individual pieces outside of their roles as

sophisticated props. Even critic David Pagel, who wrote one of the catalog

essays for the show, didn't find much depth to plumb. He describes various

artists' submissions as "the visual equivalent of mood music," "the visual

equivalent of static," "nonstop stimulants that let the party go on and on"

and evocative of "a genie who lived in a lava lamp."

Only one piece really works: a computer-generated video projection, itself

as immaterial as the projections of palm trees. Not only is there no real

object present, what is pictured never existed in real life, either. Sun Porch

Cha-Cha-Cha, by Jennifer Steinkamp and Andrew Bucksberg, is an

abstraction that a cat curled up on a porch swing might see: Pillars and

posts kissed with a computerized ray of sun filter lazily past each other

with a slow back-and-forth rhythm. By allowing spectatorial shadows to

pass in front of the image -- a claim Pagel makes for other, less successful

works in the show -- it engrosses the viewer in a renewed discovery of

pattern and syncopation.

Some of the art in the show deserves the treatment Hickey gives it.

Superslick, Vistavision-shaped paintings by an artist named Yek welcome

the viewer as evolved alien life form, suavely trying to persuade the

audience to accept style as the new substance. Washed with color and

sporting stripes and squiggles reminiscent of auto pinstriping, these jaded

paintings don't just fail to take any reponsibility for their own existence as

art, they fail to attempt to take any responsibility for their own existence.

But other artists in the show warrant a better look. A thread of a retro-

kitsch, indeed loungelike, aesthetic winds through all the works Hickey has

chosen, but many of the artists are quite formally specific and have

developed sensibilities that would be far more clear in the "religio-

educated" white cube of the type of gallery Hickey so despises. Jack

Hallberg, for example, affixes slick little sculpted suckers of acrylic --

variations on those discs that stick your bathmat to your tub -- to his

canvases to create wild, glow-painted sea creatures engaged in a cold-

blooded underwater dance. Think '60s kitchen-appliance designs, and

you'll have a pretty good idea where Hallberg's preferences lie.

Jane Callister's Loungescape #1 consists of three fake-leather padded

panels of the sort on which you might mount a hunting trophy, arranged in

the shape of a pelvis. On the middle panel, Callister has painted a frothy,

sunset landscape. Far meatier than many of the other works in this highly

airbrushed exhibit, Loungescape acknowledges natural appetites beyond

the fetishized atmosphere.

Wayne Littlejohn gloms together weird plaster sea creatures, fish and coral

tinted the colors of underbelly and faded fiberglass fishing boats. Coiled

around red and irridescent marbles, they glower mutely and mysteriously.

It's obvious what Hickey likes about both Yek and Hallberg: They are

suckling at the teat of low taste. But at the "Ultralounge," Hickey asks them

to be the very things they should transcend: the car and the decorative

beach souvenir.

I can hear, in the back of my mind, Hickey asking, "Why?" Why should such

marvelous things, the kinds of things that ordinary people like, be

transcended? My only answer, really, is that things are things and art is art.

One can't fight the tyranny of high taste and over-refinement simply by

replacing it with a tyranny of low taste and a good case of heartburn. I want

something more.

The exhibit in DiverseWorks' satellite gallery, Subspace, functions as a

comment scribbled in the margin of the tepid manifesto of "Ultralounge."

The tiny show is called "Only Ever Half Transcendent" and is based on

curator Robert Montgomery's idea that today's artists work in a climate

where transcendence is not quite possible. "Ultralounge," dragging art into

the cheap debate over what might look good hanging above the couch, has

the same idea, of course -- that's one reason the art in it is so cold. But in

the Subspace, at least the artists are trying. They are, as the title says,

halfway there. Compared to the earnestness of Tommy Everett's

arrangements of computer paper and Plexiglas, urgently smeared with an

unguent of paint, or Matthew Sontheimer's absurdly loving pencil

renderings of his Third Grade Shoe (a Puma) and his Fourth Grade Shoe (a

Fred Perry sneaker), the art of "Ultralounge" looks like a woman whose

plastic surgeon has ironed out the laugh lines and scrolled back the

furrows of worry.

Everything is okay, "Ultralounge" seems to be saying, as long as it looks

good. Which is the ultimate bastardization of what I suspect Dave Hickey

really means: that beauty is a blessing, that enjoyment is better than

investment, and that slick orchestration never guarantees a good time --

even with cocktails.

E-mail Shaila Dewan at shaila.dewan@houstonpress.com.

"Ultralounge: The Return of the Social Space (with cocktails)" is on view at

DiverseWorks, 1117 East Freeway, 223-8346, through June 20.
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Cooper’s three-part online series is scheduled to run six weeks, with new

episodes dropping every other week. If you’ve already got a ticket, you’ll get

an email with a link to access the next episode. If not, what are you waiting

for? Get your ticket now; one ticket gets you access to the first show, the

second, and the third which will be released on August 28. Ticket price, you

ask? It’s pay-what-you-can, as it always is over at Catastrophic.

If you’ve visited Rice University, you’ve probably noticed that they love LED

light master Leo Villareal. His immersive installation, Particle Chamber, was

featured inside the Moody Center for the Arts back in 2018, and his Radiant

Pathway installation adorns the school's BioScience Research Collaborative

(BRC) Café and Lounge. On Wednesday, August 19, at 2 p.m. the Moody’s

summer film series, which highlights three of the artists in the school’s

Public Art collection, continues with director Jeremy Ambers’ 2014

Impossible LightImpossible Light, about that time Villareal used 25,000 LED lights to turn

San Francisco’s Bay Bridge into the world’s biggest LED light sculpture. The

film will be available through August 26 on the Moody’s YouTube page. And

if you’re impressed – and why wouldn’t you be – you can join in on an

Instagram Live Q&A the following day, August 20, at 2 p.m. when Ambers

talks to Ylinka Barotto, Moody Center for the Arts Associate Curator, about

Villareal and the film.

Virtual programming for the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston exhibit “Soul

of a Nation: Art in the Age of Black Power” continues this Saturday, August

15, at 3 p.m. with its final online panel, Black Cultural Organizations in

Houston. The discussion about the city’s Black arts-and-culture scene will

be moderated by the Houston Museum of African American Culture’s John

Guess and feature panelists including Ensemble Theatre Artistic Director

Eileen Morris, Urban Souls Dance Company Artistic Director Harrison Guy,

and artist Vicki Meek (whose work you can explore online here). If you’ve

missed any of the previous panels, they’re available on Vimeo (links here).

And after catching up on those, you’ll also want to check out the final film

of the “Soul of a Nation” film series, Losing Ground. The film, along with the

six other films of the series, will only be available through August 30.

Bright spots continue to emerge despite the past few months of

postponements and cancellations, and this one is over at Stages, where

their originally planned production of MJ Kaufman’s Sensitive GuysSensitive Guys was

just one week away from opening when COVID-19 forced a shutdown.

Instead, the Leslie Swackhamer-directed show, about two groups at a

fictitious college – one a Men’s Peer Education group and the other a

Women’s Survivor Support group – and what happens when an allegation

is made against one of those “sensitive guys,” pivoted to ZOOM. Five

women make up the cast, playing across genders, in the 90-minute-long,

intermission-less captured performance, which will open online and on-

demand on YouTube on August 15 along with a “making of” documentary.

Sensitive Guys will run through August 23, and though the streaming

performance is free, you must register here to receive access.

While we can appreciate the efforts of Disney+, their release of the

#Hamilfilm this summer didn’t completely erase the disappointment of

knowing the musical juggernaut wouldn’t be swinging by the Bayou City

this year. If you’re one of the disappointed masses, have we got a heck of a

consolation prize for you: On Saturday, August 15, at 7 p.m. the original

George Washington himself, Christopher Jackson, will take to New World

Stages in New York City for Christopher Jackson: Live From the West Side.

The Hamilton star (with a Drama Desk Award, an Emmy, and a Grammy in

his back pocket), will regale the digital audience with stories, take some

real-time questions, and treat everyone’s ears with a mix of show tunes,

pop songs, and even some originals during the one-night-only concert. The

$40 family pass gets you the livestream and 72 hours of on-demand access,

and proceeds from the show will go to a selection of worthy nonprofits,

including our very own Theater Under the Stars. And the best part of

watching from your couch? No one around to shush you if you want to sing

along.

If you’re a fan of Houston theater and the great performers who comprise

the city’s talent pool (it’s an embarrassment of riches), and you’re not

watching Actors Quarantine Corner, then what are you doing with your

life? Every Monday night, three of those great performers – Kendrick

“Kayb” Brown, Brandon J. Morgan, and Joseph "Joe “P” Palmore – get

together and do monologues you know and original works you should, tell

all kinds of stories, and talk about just about anything, from blockbuster

films to the current movement for racial justice. This past Monday, they

kicked off a four-part “State of the Theatre” series with a wellness check

with local theaters. Representatives from the Alley Theatre, 4th Wall

Theatre Company, Catastrophic Theatre, Rec Room, Ensemble Theatre and

Stages joined the show to take stock of where the community is and how it

got there. Theater folk, you’re definitely going to want to join them on this

deep dive into the local theater community on Monday, August 17, and

while you’re at it, catch up on what you missed on Facebook.

In 1917, African American soldiers, members of the 3rd Battalion of the 24th

United States Infantry, mutinied against the continuous abuse they

experienced at the hands of Houston citizens, white soldiers and especially

the police. Last year, Chicago-based artist Jefferson Pinder and 13 fellow

artists recreated the event in Fire and Movement, a public performance

piece commissioned by DiverseWorks. In it, the group retraced the four-

mile route through the streets before concluding the work at the African

American Library at the Gregory School. With the 103rd anniversary of the

Camp Logan Uprising on August 23 in mind, DiverseWorks will revisit the

piece and welcome back Pinder, who will join a group of Houston artists,

including Vinod Hopson, Mekeva McNeil, Mich S, and Anthony Suber, in

conversation during Fire and Movement Revisited on August 19 at 6:30

p.m. The free event will be streamed live (but registration is required), and a

recording of the event will be released on the actual anniversary on August

23.

In unsurprising but sad news, 4th Wall Theatre Company postponed the

opening of their 10th anniversary season earlier this week. Though they are

looking to January 2021 as a tentative restart date, fans of the company,

and Houston theater in general, can still enjoy their online interview series,

Beyond the 4th Wall. On Wednesday, August 19, at 8 p.m. 4th Wall’s Co-

Artistic Directors Kim Tobin-Lehl and Philip Lehl will virtually host

Rebecca Greene Udden, the artistic director of Main Street Theater. You can

register to join the live conversation on Zoom here, or you can check in on

4th Wall’s YouTube or Facebook page on Thursday when the recorded

video premieres. And while you’re waiting, you can always check out their

previous interviews, including recent conversations with the Alley’s Rob

Melrose and Ensemble Theatre’s Eileen Morris.

Natalie de la Garza is a contributing writer who adores all things
pop culture and longs to know everything there is to know about
the Houston arts and culture scene.
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The Catastrophic Theatre Announces its
2020-21 Season
HOUSTON PRESS | AUGUST 14, 2020 | 4:00AM

Embracing a Do-it-Yourself approach, Catastrophic Theatre has

announced a 2020-21 season dominated by all original work starting off

with a promise to return live theater — upon request — to your front lawns

and the  resurrection of a work done by Horse Head Theatre as its goodbye

presentation. 

Co-founders and artistic directors Jason Nodler and Tamarie Cooper say,

“Do-It-Yourself, site-specific, and experimental theater are in our DNA. And

we began as a company that encouraged, nurtured, and championed local

playwrights. In each of those ways, we’re looking at this season as a return

to our roots. It’s said that necessity is the mother of invention and that is

more true of this season than any before it.”

The Catastrophic Theatre's  2020-2021 Season:

THE DRAMA SQUADTHE DRAMA SQUAD

WORLD PREMIERE

FALL 2020 & SPRING 2021

Zooming through the empty Houston streets to a neighborhood near you

it’s THE DRAMA SQUAD! In the year 2020 a global pandemic has forced

live theatre into hibernation for the foreseeable future. A typical Saturday

night at the theatre has been replaced with glitchy livestreams and flat

recordings. Citizens are trying their best to adapt but nothing can replace

the ritual of live theatre! Uncertain of the next time they will be able to

enjoy the crackling energy between audience and artists, the people begin

to despair…until…THE DRAMA SQUAD! This fall, and next spring, The

Catastrophic Theatre will be dispatching troupes of fearless thespians to

bring all-new, original work by Houston artists—right to your front lawn!

Created by Afsaneh Ayani, Ronnie Blaine, Brittny Bush, Karina Pal-

Montaño Bowers, Tamarie Cooper, Bryan Kaplún, Alli Villines, and

Abraham Zeus Zapata..

HERZSTÜCK (HEART PLAY)HERZSTÜCK (HEART PLAY)

a short film by Greg Dean

WORLD PREMIERE

FALL 2020

Legendary local theatre weirdo Greg Dean is known as an actor, director,

and designer, often all at once. With HERZSTÜCK, he turns his singular

aesthetic to film, realizing a project nearly 10 years in the making. A pair of

clownish musicians attempt to perform a duet for violin and piano, but a

series of interruptions and distractions leads to gruesome complications,

and hilarity ensues in this bleak meditation on the futility of love and all

other human endeavors. Inspired by a 14-line theatrical fragment by the

late East German

playwright, Heiner Müller, HERZSTÜCK is a deconstruction of old, b&w

silent film comedies — think Laurel & Hardy meets David Cronenberg.

TAMARIE COOPER’S HOLIDAY SUPER SHOW!TAMARIE COOPER’S HOLIDAY SUPER SHOW!

WORLD PREMIERE

By Tamarie Cooper and Friends

WINTER 2020

The Catastrophic Theatre has a long history of presenting dark and

challenging work during the holiday season but this year the theatre is

mixing it up with another episode of Tamarie Cooper's new digital series:

TAMARE COOPER’S HOLIDAY SUPER SHOW! To be blunt: times are

tough. Let's connect from our couches this holiday season through this

irreverent, sassy, hilarious, and completely original show. Christmas is truly

Tamarie's favorite time of year. Sure, she's Jewish. And not particularly

religious. But her tree is always one of the prettiest in the neighborhood

and she weeps uncontrollably every time she watches "It's a Wonderful

Life.” Lifetime Movie Network better watch out—Tamarie's bringing her

own Very Special Christmas for your viewing pleasure. Mixed in with the

satire, Santas, and musical numbers is a big heap of heartwarming fun. It's

Christmas y'all, and Tamarie's no Grinch.

Horse Head Theatre’s WE’RE GONNA DIEWE’RE GONNA DIE

by Young Jean Lee

SPRING 2021

The Catastrophic Theatre is proud to resurrect Horse Head Theatre’s

beloved production of Young Jean Lee’s WE’RE GONNA DIE. With an

open-mic night vibe, WE’RE GONNA DIE is somewhere in between a play

and a concert. Performer Alli Villines shares a collection of real-life stories

about tragedy, isolation and mortality; that alone-in-pain feeling we all

experience, often more than we’d like to admit. WE’RE GONNA DIE was the

final production by this much-adored theatre company, and its message is

even more relevant and necessary today. This life-affirming concert is

about the one thing we all have in common: WE’RE GONNA DIE —a

thought that becomes ironically comforting, if we embrace it together.

30 WAYS TO GET FREE30 WAYS TO GET FREE

WORLD PREMIERE

by Candice D’Meza

SPRING 2021

The Catastrophic Theatre is thrilled to premiere a series of short films

based on a collection of micro-plays by Houston-based actor, writer, and

activist, Candice D’Meza. 30 WAYS TO GET FREE is a dynamic tapestry of

scenes depicting Black liberation, and the magical thinking and ancestral

spells required to conjure emancipated futures. From alien abductions to

teleporting prison escapes, 30 WAYS TO GET FREE guides us through

unmapped worlds with fresh humor, daring vision, and fearless creativity.

TAMARIE COOPER’S GOLDEN JUBILEETAMARIE COOPER’S GOLDEN JUBILEE

WORLD PREMIERE

By Tamarie Cooper and Friends

SUMMER 2021

It's 2021 and Tamarie is now 50 years old. Just like any fabulous queen,

she's celebrating her 50 years of existence with all-new episodes of her

robust and ridiculous online series. But not to worry, this is no AARP

commercial. Tamarie and friends riff wildly on the theme of "50,” including

not only this comedy crone's 50 year-old ass, but also the 1950s, the 50

states (Indiana is hilarious!), majority rule, that damn 50 pounds that won't

go away, what you get for 50 bucks, 50 of Tamarie's bad dates, and at least

50 more things too! New songs, scenes, dance numbers, adorable pet

appearances, and a cast of crazies help us all ride out another Houston

summer, Tamarie style!

All tickets are Pay-What-You-Can or free, with the exception of Drama Squad

bookings. For more information, visit the Catastophic website or call 713-522-

2723.

The Houston Press is a nationally award-winning, 31-year-old
publication ruled by endless curiosity, a certain amount of
irreverence, the desire to get to the truth and to point out the
absurd as well as the glorious.
CONTACT: Houston PressHouston Press
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From Houston To Hollywood, Writer
Attica Locke Balances Novels with
Empire and Little Fires Everywhere
VIC SHUTTEE | AUGUST 18, 2020 | 4:00AM

It was a roundabout way of getting there, but it sounds like Houstonian

Attica Locke was born to write. “I’ve been writing my whole life,

acknowledges the novelist and TV scribe promoting her latest book Heaven,

My Home being published in paperback on August 25.

“I went to Alief-Hastings High School, and then immediately went to

Northwestern in Chicago. My focus there was not writing per se, I was a

film student. I was interested in storytelling for sure, [but] I kind of went to

college with the idea that I would be a movie director. I certainly took

writing classes while I was there, but under the umbrella of drama,

screenplays and TV scripts. I was not a serious English student at all, I was

trying to make movies.”

“When I left from Northwestern to Los Angeles, I was again on that path

and working in Hollywood with temp jobs and I did the Sundance Labs, the

Sundance Institute’s feature filmmakers lab, and I did that," Locke says.

"And I came out of that program with a movie deal! I was 25, I was an

absolute baby and I thought: there you go, I’m about to be a movie star!”

Though she can laugh about it now, the author describes what would be all

too familiar conversation she faced – an opposition of not understanding.

“It didn’t work out, and there’s a lot of reasons why,” she says. “The material

I was writing at that time did not seem like it would easily find its market.

The material was black, it was rural, it was southern, it featured stories of

people’s lives being integrated… so is this a movie for white people? A

movie for black people? We don’t know how to market this! I just went: oh

shit! I’m in trouble because these are the kind of stories I want to tell and

I’m hearing they don’t want to hear it.”

Instead of turning tail, Locke pivoted her career ambitions to find a way to

stay in the city of stars. “I was very young, newly married, my husband was

going to law school and we were broke. I said I know I can write, I’ll try to

write scripts for studios for movies they’re going to make. I’ll just offer my

services. I did that for well over a decade, I had a successful career in this

business if money is your only measure of success. But none of the movies

got made so the joke was on me! I said I’d go to the studios and write the

movies they were gonna make anyway, and those didn’t get made either!”

BLUEBIRD, BLUEBIRD by Attica Locke (…
Watch later Share

By taking stock of her options, Locke came to a key decision point – it was

time to make a change. “I just hit a wall with the whole thing and said I

didn’t want to do this anymore. I walked away from Hollywood. I took a

second mortgage out on my house and gave myself a year to write a book,

and that was Black Water Rising. At the time I had no idea if it would ever be

published, or how, but I just felt this kind of calling to pull away from

Hollywood which was not making space for me and to pursue an art form

for people who love to read, and also that is relatively cheap to practice.

"I don’t need a crew to write a book, I don’t have to pay crafts services or

scout locations. There was a freedom in that. To show something on screen,

let’s say, there’s a scene in Bluebird Bluebird (which is the first book to

which Heaven, My Home is the sequel) where Darren Mathews is falling in a

bayou. To shoot that, you have to test the water – there’s a lot that goes into

all that. It’s not so much you get more volume, or more story, but you are

relieved from any limitations that the logistics of shooting something

would put on it. You’re just free.”

Ironically, as Locke found an audiences for the type of stories she was

determined to tell (and successfully, earning among other prizes the

prestigious Edgar Award and an NAACP Image Award) – there were

developments happening in her old haunts that piqued her interest again.

“Here’s the thing: television over the course of my professional life was

making a huge transition. It used to be that really serious storytelling was

on the screen and that television was schlock and you would just go to

escape and it’d be fantasy kind of stuff.

"Those things have flipped. Mainstream movie storytelling is the stuff of

fantasy (and I won’t call it schlock), but it's not the same kind of material

that is happening on TV now. TV has now become the space for grown up

storytelling, for stories that explore socio-political themes. It has become

that serious medium. I walked out of Hollywood just as the two were

flipping and if I’d had a bit more patience, I may have found my way to

television. But I didn’t. I just walked away because I was writing movies the

whole time.”

“So while I was writing books and publishing, I’m sitting here watching TV

get really interesting! Like hey, I maybe want to play. I think I want to be

part of that. I went back to my agent – and it doesn’t help that books can’t

totally pay the bills, if you’re not J.K. Rowling. Other people teach, but I

don’t know how to teach. I have nothing to tell anybody about anything

that’s worthwhile! I just went back, I had never been escorted out of the

building so to speak. I left. So I just walked back in and said: Hey guys, I

think I want to explore television.”

Despite encouragement, Locke describes similar conversations as before

and still it seemed like Hollywood might not be able to tell her story. “They

were supportive, of course,” Locke explains, “[but] some of the early ideas I

wanted to bring to them they were skeptical of and it was right back to that

stuff. This was maybe three weeks before I met on Empire, which was a

show that ended up changing the landscape of TV. So that’s the irony of all

of it. Empire came because they looked at my story and said: I don’t know,

this seems really hard because its super black… but here’s a bunch of other

scripts for shows that are coming up. I read Empire and I went WHOA. I had

never seen anything like this. And when I started meeting with everyone on

this, it just felt like a fit, from the very first meeting. I happen to know they

didn’t have the highest of expectations for what it could do, and it was just

this rocket ship that took off!”

Little Fires Everywhere - Trailer (O@cial…
Watch later Share

After a lifetime in other writing biospheres, Locke admits to starting close

to square one upon entering her first TV writers room. “When I walked in

on day one at Empire, I said: how does this work? It didn’t make any sense

to me. I didn’t understand how we were gonna talk and make up a show.

And yet, I pretty quickly realize that what ends up happening [is this] brain

trust that becomes this collective way of thinking, where all of us as a team

are better than any of us individually for this one project. Now that I’ve

seen it work on several shows now, it’s symphonic! It is an amazing thing

that happens where if you do it well, you gather people that are open and

trusting and kind and funny and deep and have different skill sets, then we

all kind of sit together and it becomes this symphony of ideas.”

After three seasons writing and producing on Empire, Locke moved to

other landmark and Emmy-decorated programs including Netflix’s When

They See Us and Hulu’s spicy buzz-grabber Little Fires Everywhere. “I can talk

about on Little Fires Everywhere, there were women in the room who had

been to art school, which is a big part of the series. There were adoptees in

the room, there were single mothers in the room, there were black women

4th Wall and Alley Theaters Each Reshuffle Their Seasons
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the room, there were single mothers in the room, there were black women

in the room, there was an immigrant in the room. All of these different

experiences gather together, and if you have the right boss, the right

executive producer – she listens to all that, and helps guide that bigger

conversation and we’re all adding things to the large story. I think of Little

Fires Everywhere in particular where I can’t think of a single person that if

they were removed from the equation that we would have the same show.

Everyone added something so so specific.”

Locke seems to have a sneaking suspicion that she’s hit the jackpot on

having several shows become magnets for cultural and critical acclaim –

and she might have a theory about why these projects have been such

smashes. “I have been very lucky,” Locke says. “I don’t think it’s very

common – and I only say that because I hear it from other people. I have

been very lucky where I’ve had experiences over and over where people in

power were listening and paying attention. I will say: shout out to women in

power! Every boss I’ve had in TV is a woman. And I do think it is a

leadership style leaves space for other people to shine. I don’t know how

else to put it but I don’t think a dictatorial way of doing things comes

naturally to the women who hired me. Cause I’ve heard other stories about

female showrunners who sound like nightmares! I’ve just been lucky. It

may not be causal that it’s been women bosses, it may simply be I got three

great women bosses.”

2018 Edgar Awards - Best Novel
Watch later Share

With a growing list of accomplishments in the TV field, the question

becomes obvious: can she imagine any of her books being adapted into the

next must binge-streaming event? Turns out – her duo of East Texas-set

books came closer than we might have imagined. “It was at FX for a

minute,” she says, quickly, adding: “It didn’t work out and it didn’t work out

in the most amicable way. We just needed one of us to come up with a

version of the story of the series that we were both happy with. What made

them happy didn’t make me happy and what made me happy didn’t make

them happy.  We parted on very good terms, they didn’t even hold the

rights to my book, they turned around very quickly and gave them right

back.

"I discovered that it may work better as a series of movies, than a series of

books. There are ways in which the story unfolds that makes it difficult for

the medium of television. Because [the main character] is so much on the

road – television requires a stable of characters you hang out with for a

minute. And he’s always getting in his truck and going somewhere else, so it

doesn’t quite work out super well. It may find its way to screen, I don’t

know how and I don’t know when, and I’m not pressed about it at all. I don’t

see arriving on TV as a stamp of approval or a pinnacle of a story’s worth, I

love Darren as he exists in books, and he may exist there and only there,

and I’m just fine with that.”

Attica Locke’s most recent novel Heaven, My Home will be released in

paperback on August 25 and her latest TV projects When They See Us and Little

Fires Everywhere are streaming now on Netflix and Hulu respectively. For more

information, visit atticalocke.com

Vic covers the comedy scene, in Houston and beyond. When not
writing articles, he's working on his scripts, editing a podcast,
doing some funny make-em-ups or preaching the good word of
supporting education in the arts.
CONTACT: Vic ShutteeVic Shuttee
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